Millennium Arch Tower

Affordable, Prefabricated, Minimal Business Interruption

Not connected to the building
and can be transported to
another location.
Dealer name letters can be
installation, time and cost.
Access panels concealed in
rear are easily accessible.
Sizes available to integrate
with most building sizes.
Halo accent lights illuminate
the entry.

Project managed from

Contact your
Customer Account Manager
for details.

865.692.4058

www.principleglobal.com

CHRYSLER ARCH TOWER STRUCTURE OVERVIEW

18’-8” x 16’-0” Tower Gen 2

23’-4” x 20’-0” Tower Gen 2

28’-0” x 24’-0” Tower Gen 2

32’-8” x 28’-0” Tower Gen 2

COLUMN DETAIL

ARCH TOWER DETAIL

Silver Metallic ACM (aluminium composite material) panels wrap
the tower on all sides. The arch band (inside trim) is made from
Bright Specular (mirror-like) ACM.

The Arch Tower head will match the column legs in materials and
depth and will bolt-on.

Panels have consistent sizes (with consistent reveals) allowing for
easy replacement if damaged.
Access panels are concealed at the rear and easily accessible.

The top of the tower arch is designed to deflect water away from
the entry and front door. Water drains to the ends of the top of the
arch and is guttered to internal down spouts that will carry the water
away from the building.
The tower is designed to be free-standing from the building.

A kick panel is installed at the base of the tower to conceal the
foundation and can be field adjusted per individual leveling
requirements.

Canopy Lighting - (2) Halo accent lights mount under the inside
radius to illuminate the entry.

GENERAL DETAIL

INSTALLATION & PRICING

Building fascia is not connected to nor is it part of the Arch Tower.

Tower prices are estimated based on using our standard sizes.
Custom sizes, adjustments to a standard tower, and/or nonstandard
installation conditions may require additional charges.

Maximum visual impact is accomplished if the tower stands 6”-15”
away from the building allowing full access around the legs.
Sign Placement - Dealer name letters will be installed during
manufacturing to reduce field installation time and costs.
Access must be available to interior of tower to make electrical
connections and provide service to the structure.

Additional charges will apply to areas with high wind load requirements.

CHRYSLER REQUIREMENTS/RESTRICTIONS
Requires an upgrade to the Millennium Branding System.
Fascia must meet current Chrysler specifications.
Location and placement of arch is subject to Chrysler approval.

